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Signature
A Cummins Signature EGR truck
engine is providing critical test data
for Orbital Corporation in Perth.
Say “Orbital” and the most likely response is “Ralph Sarich”.
Yet Sarich has long since left the Perth-based Orbital
company, becoming a wealthy property investor.
Sarich’s original invention of an ‘orbital’ rotary engine,
which had the backing of BHP, never gained momentum
despite the seemingly endless series of press reports
throughout the 1980s and early 1990s trumpeting yet
more licensing agreements and the promise of a big
engine plant being built in the US.
The self-taught engineer actually came to prominence
back in 1972 when he won the ABC’s Inventors TV program
award for his engine which featured rotary rather than
reciprocating motion of its internal parts.
Orbital Corporation is a very different business today,
and a Cummins Signature truck engine installed in a test
cell in the company’s world-class R&D facility in Perth is
evidence of the new direction.
In a world increasingly challenged by environmental
compliance, Orbital describes itself as an ‘international
clean energy technology group’ and has a team of more
than 90 engineers and qualified trades peoples working
on a wide range of projects.
A spin-off from years of research by Orbital has
underpinned the company in the last 10 years or so.
Orbital’s direct injection fuel system technology for
two‑stroke engines, making them more powerful,
fuel‑efficient and clean, is today used on Mercury
Marine outboards, on Japanese Tohatsu outboards, on
scooters made by Piaggio, Peugeot and Aprilia, on jet
skis and snowmobiles made by Bombardier, and even on
autorickshaws produced by Indian company Bajaj Auto.
Orbital is also a joint venture partner in Synerject,
a supplier of electronic engine management systems
(EMS) for two-stroke and four-stroke engines in the
scooter/motorcycle and other recreational markets.
An EMS supplied by Synerject is used on Ducati and
Harley Davidson motorcycles.

goes
into
orbit

Alternative
fuels has
become one
of Orbital’s
key business
growth areas,
with the company
involved in a number
of projects, including
development of a fuel
system for heavyduty ethanol
engines in Brazil.
Orbital will also
supply a new
generation LPG
system for Ford Falcon models beginning in the second
half of 2010.
The company’s new heavy-duty engine test facility in
Perth has been built at a cost of $3.6 million, with
$2.8 million being funded by the Federal Government.

The facility is allowing Orbital to carry out sophisticated
emissions compliance testing — the only facility with
this capability in Australia — and will also support
government and industry research and implementation
of alternative fuels for linehaul
transport in Australia.

“Cummins’ support of this initiative included testing the
engine in the US, with the emissions results used to confirm
the repeatability when tested in Orbital’s facility.”
He says the Signature will be used as a correlation engine
to provide important baseline data under both the current
ADR80/02 emissions standards and also under ADR80/03 to
be introduced in 2011.
“Until now, governments and industry in Australia have
had nowhere to test heavy-duty engines and obtain
independent data,” Hugh Carlisle points out.
“We can now certify engines to any emissions standards
around the world, and also assist governments and
industry with emissions testing of new or modified
heavy‑duty engines.
“There are concerns about people and firms who are
modifying engines and selling them to end users as viable,
emissions-compliant products when they haven’t actually
been validated,” he adds.
The test facility is capable of operating heavy-duty
engines on diesel, natural gas, LPG and biodiesel as part
of Orbital’s focus on alternative fuels for heavy vehicle
applications and greenhouse gas reduction.
“There are real opportunities for use of alternate fuels
in Australia,” says Hugh Carlisle. “Natural gas is one
example. There are copious quantities of natural gas,
most of which is exported.
“The new test facility will enable Orbital to be at the
forefront of delivering new technology into the
alternative fuels market.”

A 15-litre Cummins ISX/Signature
US ’07 engine is being used as
the ‘master engine’ for emissions
correlation. Selecting an engine
for this purpose was not a case
of buying on price.
“We chose the Signature EGR
engine for several reasons,”
says Hugh Carlisle, engineering
manager (projects) for Orbital.
“Cummins is recognised as a
technology leader, and we also
took into account Cummins’
heavy-duty market leadership
both in Australia and North
America.
“We also wanted an engine
that would remain unchanged in
Australia for the next five to
six years.

Orbital’s engineering manager (projects) Hugh Carlisle (right)
with Cummins truck engine business manager Clayton Cowling.

Orbital’s new $3.6 million heavy-duty engine test facility
in Perth is the only facility of its type in Australia.
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Cool

bananas
Les Blennerhassett… started a company that today
transports 240,000 cartons of bananas a week.

Why are bananas bent?
An interesting question,
and obviously one that Les
Blennerhassett can answer.
After all, when your company transports a tidal wave of
north Queensland bananas – 240,000 cartons a week
– you should know all there is to know about bananas.
That statistic highlights the magnitude of Blenners
Transport’s involvement in the banana industry in
north Queensland.
“We move around 55 per cent of north Queensland
bananas to the capital cities – Brisbane, Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth,” says Les
Blennerhassett.
“The beauty of bananas is that they are not seasonal.
They’re freight that needs to be moved 52 weeks of
the year.”
North Queensland’s banana crop represents around 85%
of Australia’s banana farming land. Through 2009, it has
not been uncommon for over 400,000 cartons of bananas
to be transported in a week to southern markets.
Blennerhassett’s knowledge of bananas and the
banana industry hasn’t accrued just through his
transport business.
Before venturing into trucking in 1988, his roots were
in farming – bananas and cane. “The reason I bought
a truck (a Kenworth T650) in 1988 was to cart our own
bananas to market,” he recalls.
Today, 70 linehaul prime movers and over 100
refrigerated vans make up the Tully-based Blenners
Transport fleet which includes 30 B-doubles and
six roadtrains.
The business has grown on the back of customer service
– understanding the needs of farmers, and providing the
flexibility that has encouraged a strong relationship with
Blenners Transport.
With his background in farming, Blennerhassett knew that
for Blenners to be successful, his customers – the farmers
– needed to be successful too. “As our customers have
grown, we’ve grown with them,” he says.

Over the last couple of years, Cummins has begun
making an impression in the fleet which was once
dominated by a competitor brand.
As the emissions screws have tightened, the
driver acceptance, performance and fuel economy
of Cummins’ EGR engine line-up has strongly
influenced decision-making at Blenners.
So, too, has Cummins’ strong service support
capability, spearheaded by Ralph Cremer’s team
at Cummins Cairns.

Driver acceptance, performance and fuel economy of Cummins’ EGR
engine has strongly influenced decision-making at Blenners.

Blenners is currently running 14 ISX EGR engines, with
horsepower set at 525, 550 or 600 depending on the
application, and they’ll each clock up around 300,000 km
in a year, based on the fleet average.
Two other ISX engines in the fleet, pre-EGR units rated
at 500 hp in T404 Kenworths, have been in service since
mid-2007 and they’ve delivered very good reliability, each
having notched over 700,000 km.
“Looking to the future we decided Cummins was the
way to go,” says Roger Blennerhassett, Les’s son who is
service manager for Blenners Transport.
“Our drivers are very impressed with the EGR engines,
and the fuel economy is good too. The performance
factor is very important in terms of our ability to attract
and retain drivers.”
Blenners has standardised on a 4.11:1 diff ratio which with
305/70R 22.5 tyres and an 18-speed transmission has the
ISX engine turning over at 1620 rpm at 100 km/h.

Les Blennerhassett with son Roger (right) and Cummins truck
engine business manager Simon Pratt.

Scanning the fleet fuel figures, he points out that
ISX 525 engines in T408 Kenworths are consistently in
the 2.1 to 2.2 km/litre range on single trailer work, while
the best economy for an ISX 550 in a B-double K108
is 1.8 km/litre.
“We’re up on our weights most of the time,” Roger points
out. “While we’re virtually 100 per cent bananas south,
we’re returning with produce and dry freight.”
So, back to the question at the beginning of this article:
Why are bananas bent? They’re bent because they grow
negatively geo-tropic. What? It means they grow against
the pull of gravity, according to the Australian Banana
Growers Council. The bananas actually start out straight
as the bunch emerges, and then become bent as they
grow older. So there you have it!

The Blenners fleet comprises 70 linehaul prime movers and over
100 refrigerated vans.
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RH400 is the largest hydraulic face shovel
in the world. It has 13,000 litres of hydraulic
fluid on board.

Adam Bradbury, Citic Pacific Mining’s
principal HME maintenance advisor,
explains the workings of the RH400
to Cummins mining business
manager Dave Abbott.

Broome
Port Hedland
Karratha

PILBARA

Perth

One of the face
shovels has already
clocked up over
4,000 hours in
pre‑stripping and
other earthworks.

Muscling

in on the

Twin Cummins QSK60 engines pumping out a massive 4,500 hp are at
the heart of Terex’s RH400, the largest hydraulic face shovel in the world.
Two are operating at CITIC Pacific’s Sino Iron project in WA’s Pilbara region.

In a land dominated by awesome machinery, the
980‑tonne Terex RH400 commands special respect
with its prodigious ability.
CITIC Pacific Mining (CPM) is operating two of the
$17 million face shovels at its Sino Iron project at
Cape Preston, near Karratha, in Western Australia.
These are the first RH400s to shovel ore in Australia,
and only the 9th and 10th in operation in the world.
They have come to Australia with a reputation —
particularly in oil sands mining in Canada, where most
of the RH400s operate — for amazing digging force.
The 4,500 hp machines carry 13,000 litres of hydraulic
fluid on board and have eight main pumps which move
8,000 litres of oil a minute to achieve maximum
working force.
Twin Cummins QSK60 engines — 60-litre V16s — power
the hydraulic system on each RH400. The engines’ total
output of 4,500 hp at 1800 rpm is backed up by enormous
peak torque of 14,500 lb ft at 1500 rpm.

The mine at Cape Preston is currently under construction
and when production starts from the 4th quarter of 2010,
the Cummins-powered RH400s will be in full flight, their
immense breakout force of 2,400 kN (539,350 lb) being
called on to help move 140 million tonnes of material
per annum.
One of the face shovels has already clocked up over
4,000 hours in pre-stripping and other earthworks, while
the other has done over 3,000 hours helping move more
than 23 million tonnes of material.
The 37 cubic metre buckets on the RH400s weigh close to
80 tonnes on their own, and scoop up around 85 tonnes of
material at a time.

$5 billion development
Besides using some of the world’s biggest mining equipment,
the Sino Iron project itself is of significant scale.
The greenfields project is costing over $5 billion to
develop, and has 2 billion tonnes of resources purchased
from Queensland iron ore tycoon Clive Palmer.

Mine life is 25 years with options to expand.
The Sino Iron project is the first major magnetite iron
ore project in Australia, and is also the largest Chinese
investment in a new resources project in this country.
Production of around 28 million tonnes per annum of
concentrates and pellets will be exported to China, with
most product to be used in CITIC Pacific’s steel mills.
The project includes construction of four in-pit crushers,
a concentrator, a pellet plant, a 25 km slurry pipeline,
port facilities, a 450 MW gas-fired power station and a
desalination plant.
When developed, the mine pit will be over 5 km long and
3 km wide, and more than 500 metres deep.
Magnetite is a type of iron ore than needs intensive
processing before it can be used in steel mills.
This downstream processing, according to CITIC Pacific
Mining, results in a product that is higher quality than
the direct-ship haematite ore that is currently mined
in the Pilbara.

Ready to rumble

magnetite

The Cummins-powered RH400 face shovels are ready to
provide the impetus as the mine prepares for production
start-up.
The QSK60 engines, each rated at 2,250 hp, are
Cummins’ latest generation 60-litre V16 design with
Tier 2 emissions compliance.
The QSK60 calibration has been developed specifically
for RH400 face shovel operation, meaning the engine
delivers the necessary power, torque and transient
response with fuel efficiency optimised for when the
machine is working hardest.
The Tier 2 QSK60 features a ‘designed for
mining’ common rail fuel system with full
authority electronic control over fuel timing,
quantity, pressure and delivery rate shape.
The system is modular in that each injector
has its own integrated accumulator to keep
injection pressures — up to 1600 bar
(23,500 psi) — constant throughout
the system.
The common rail system generates 18%
faster load acceptance for improved engine
response, and also results in an engine that
is 80% quieter under load and at idle.

Eight other big bore Cummins Tier 2 engines
are operating at the mine — six QST30s rated
at 1050 hp in Terex Reedrill rotary blasthole
drills, and twin 1500 hp QSK45s in a
Terex RH340 excavator.
Cummins Karratha has been working closely with
CITIC Pacific Mining for the last 12 to 18 months
during commissioning and initial operation
of equipment. “Sino Iron is a big project and
we’re committed to providing the best possible
technical and service support,” says James
Morrow, Cummins Karratha branch manager.

Sino Iron project is costing over $5 billion to develop.

Twin Cummins QSK60
engines powering
the RH400 are Tier 2
emissions compliant.
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All buck,

no bull

Graham Buckley (centre) with wife Rita and son Philip.

By any measure, Bullbuck is a top-rung
operation. In a fiercely demanding
environment, the company leaves nothing
to chance in the way it specifies, operates
and maintains its equipment.
The Buckley family — Graham, wife Rita and son Philip
— are behind the Bullbuck business that had its origins
in Perth in 1997 before moving north to Port Hedland in
Western Australia’s Pilbara region in 2001.
The Bullbuck fleet today comprises 20 prime
movers — 14 of which have 15-litre Cummins power
— 80 trailers and 45 dollies.
Cummins didn’t become Bullbuck’s preferred engine
brand until a couple of years ago.
“We needed a new truck in a hurry in 2006 so had to
buy a stock truck,” Graham Buckley recalls.
“We weren’t keen about the red engine in it, but
switching to Cummins has turned out to be the best
move we’ve ever made.
“It was a turning point for us,” he says emphatically.

Switching to Cummins power in 2006 was a “turning point”
for Bullbuck, the Port Hedland-based roadtrain fleet.
That engine was a Gen II Signature 620 which has since
clocked up around 600,000 km on quad-trailer work,
hauling 163.5-tonne gross weights.

“We service our trucks every 10,000 km religiously…
engine oil and filters are changed at 10,000 km,”
Graham emphasises.

Among the 14 Cummins engines currently in the fleet,
six are the latest generation EGR units pulling quad-trailer
combinations — three ISX 600s with 1850 lb ft of peak
torque, and three Signature 600s with 2050 lb ft.

Bullbuck has its own laser wheel alignment gear to ensure
all its equipment is tracking correctly to reduce drag.

In performance terms, they’re “really cracking” says
Graham. “We had an issue with throttle hesitation,
but the latest code Cummins has put in the engine
has fixed that.”

“Fuel is burned through rolling resistance… the less
rolling resistance the better the fuel economy,” says
Philip Buckley.
“We burn around 16,500 litres of fuel a day, so fuel
economy is very important to us.

The highest-kilometre EGR engines have now clocked up
over 310,000 km.

“We’ve actually shown that correct wheel alignment
can save as much as 60 litres of fuel per truck per day.”

Maintenance at Bullbuck is carried out at strictly
enforced intervals, and a comprehensive inventory of
parts — including spare engines, gearboxes and diffs
— is carried to ensure minimum downtime.

Tyre wear is also dramatically improved, a huge cost
benefit when you’re changing out 200 tyres a month as
Bullbuck is.

The company normally trades its trucks around the
600,000 km mark which is aimed at keeping major
maintenance costs to a minimum. Resale value is
also improved.

Striking
paydirt in
the Pilbara

Seeing the huge potential in the mining industry,
the Buckleys sold the landscaping business and
moved Bullbuck to the Pilbara in 2001. The
move paid off when the company began hauling
manganese ore for Consolidated Minerals from
Woodie Woodie to Port Hedland, and then in 2004
started carting copper concentrate for Newcrest
Mining from Telfer to the port.

It’s the vast scale of the Pilbara region that’s stunning.

Today, Bullbuck is involved in a number of haulage
tasks, including the manganese from Woodie
Woodie, bulk cement to Aditya Birla Minerals’ Nifty
copper mine (350 km east of Port Hedland), and
copper concentrate from Nifty to Port Hedland.

Here lies a raw, prehistoric land with astonishingly rich
iron deposits, where miners like BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto
and Fortescue are chiselling away millions of tonnes of
ore for shipment to steel makers in China and Japan.

Graham and Philip Buckley talk about their
operation with a definite tone of pride. It’s certainly
pride that’s justified. The Bullbuck business is
all about ensuring the job is done properly, with
nothing left to chance.

Cummins’ service support in Port Hedland, spearheaded
by truck engine technician Colin Windle, is another
critical benefit for Bullbuck.
“We want to be able to talk to our suppliers, to have a
close working relationship with them, and we have that
relationship with Cummins,” says Graham, who was originally
from Williamstown in South Australia and for 20 years of his
working life was involved in transport in the RAAF.
Bullbuck had its origins in 1997 in Perth where the Buckley
family were running a landscape supply business. Unable
to secure second-hand railway sleepers for landscaping,
they signed a contract with BHP to cart
second-hand sleepers from the Pilbara
back to Perth.



Cummins ISX and Signature EGR engines are
standard in the Bullbuck fleet.

Day and night the ore is slammed into trucks and trains,
then hauled back through the desolate Pilbara, along
hundreds of kilometres of rail lines, to Western
Australia’s ports.
Over the past four decades, as progress has carved its
presence in this immense land, the mighty mines have
become familiar names to many Australians — Newman,
Tom Price, Paraburdoo, Pannawonica and Yandicoogina.

James, his wife Rachael and two children — aged
15 months and three years — are a settled family in
Karratha (population 10,000), a town established in the
1960s as the centre for the iron ore industry and
north-west shelf gas project.
It’s no secret that big dollars can be earned working in
the Pilbara which is one of the reasons a number of
Cummins technicians and their young families have
settled in the region.
“There’s lots of community activities for young families
here, and there’s no better place if you enjoy the
outdoors… fishing, motorcycling, camping,” says James.

At Karratha on the Pilbara coast — 1600 km north of
Perth — Cummins’ remotest branch in Australia is
headed up by James Morrow.

“Karratha also has the largest shopping centre between
Perth and Darwin… it’s the best town up here in terms
of infrastructure.”

The 34-year-old displays a commonsense approach
to business in a region that demands much from man
and machinery. The mines are under pressure to meet
targets, and Cummins must play its part in underpinning
productivity.

Another Cummins diesel technician enjoying life in the
Pilbara with his wife (Teresa) and two children (aged
14 months and seven years) is Colin Windle, 31, who is
based in Port Hedland and focused totally on truck
engine support.

Morrow has 20 diesel technicians working in the Pilbara,
and by the end of 2010 expects to have a team of 30 as
Cummins’ population of high horsepower engines grows
dramatically.

“I worked as a driver and mechanic for both NT Fuels
and Gulf before starting with Cummins Karratha in field
service four years ago,” he says.

In fact, there are now over 700 Cummins engines in
the region, ranging from 15-litre Signature 600s pulling
quad‑trailer combinations over the highway to 60-litre
QSK60s pumping out 2,500 hp in mining’s awesome haul
trucks and excavators.
James Morrow’s working career started at Stillwell Trucks
in Adelaide as an apprentice mechanic in 1993, and
he later worked for Cummins Adelaide as a technician
before relocating to Cummins Karratha in 2006 to take
up the role of service manager. This was followed by his
appointment as branch manager in July 2008.
It’s not surprising diesel has become a way of life for
James. His father Bill has been in the industry for a
number of years and is currently general manager of
Adelaide-based CMV Truck Sales, the Kenworth dealer
for South Australia.

Bullbuck fleet today comprises 20 prime movers and trailers.
Cummins Karratha branch manager James Morrow (right) with
technician Colin Windle.

As the number of ISX and Signature engines has
grown rapidly in the region in recent times, Windle’s
role has switched to fulltime support of the truck
engine population.
“I enjoy working on the ISX and Signature, and I enjoy
going out of my way to help a customer… there’s a lot
of appreciation from our customers for the support we
provide,” he says.
“You make good coin in this job too, and you’re on the
move most of the time.”
Windle enjoys the company of the other field service
technicians based in Port Hedland, Bryce Storey and
Eamon Walsh. “They’re good guys to work WITH…
we’re all friends,” he says.
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Powering
Everything you read about
Aitutaki — one of the 15 islands
in the Cook Islands archipelago
— explains why it is named in the
book Unforgettable Places To See
Before You Die.
The power station was fully assembled and tested
at the Cummins Brisbane branch prior to being
shipped to the Cook Islands.

paradise
Aitutaki… needed a new power station to handle growth in luxury resorts and hotels, also to
provide local businesses and community with reliable power.

The island’s peak load requires two
operating gensets, so the third unit is
redundant and enables servicing of the
other two without power interruption.
It also provides backup in the unlikely
event of a generator fault.
The power station was actually fully
assembled and tested at the Cummins
Brisbane branch prior to being shipped
to the Cook Islands — an exercise that
gave the customer total confidence in
what they were getting.
Cummins project manager Jeff Evans (second
from right) with power station management
during testing in Brisbane.
Cummins power generation technician Craig
Jenkinson headed up the testing in Brisbane
which was carried out over four days.

Cummins Power
Generation’s ability to
provide a fully integrated
and automatic prime
power system was a key
factor in its selection by
the Cook Island Investment
Corporation to design, build
and commission the new
cutting-edge diesel
power station.
Here’s how one travel writer became seduced by the
South Pacific island: Aitutaki’s fabled lagoon hovers
between cool sapphire and opalescent turquoise while
indigo water forms the lagoon’s outer rim that drops a
vertiginous 4000 metres to the base of the Pacific Ocean…

Darek Zimnoch and Scott Lomate from Cummins South
Pacific’s prime and remote power group established the
best practice design and over a number of meetings
underpinned customer confidence in Cummins’ expertise
in prime power generation.

Swaying palms, white coral sands, the whisper of breaking
waves… ahem… sorry to interrupt your dreaming at
this critical point, but I need to digress and talk about
Cummins…

“The old generators were fairly
labour intensive to start and
operate compared with the
new Cummins system that is
fully automatic and requires
relatively little operator
involvement,” says Jeff Evans,
Cummins South Pacific power
generation project manager.

Before committing to this, I must divulge a famous
historical fact about Aitutaki: The first European sighting
was in April 1789 when Captain William Bligh sailed past in
the Bounty just a few days before the infamous mutiny.
The good news for Aitutaki in 2009 is that it has a new
Cummins power station.
Despite the obvious tranquillity of Aitutaki, it hasn’t
entirely eluded the grasp of commercialism. Luxury
resorts, hotels, motels, and restaurants all demand
reliable electricity, as do the island’s hospital, airport,
school, small businesses and local community.
The island’s original power station, of 1960s architecture
and using two veteran Blackstone generators, basically
expired three years ago. A Cummins QST30 generator set
was hired from New Zealand and provided electricity
until the commissioning of the new power station
in September.

The power station comprises
three Cummins C900 D5
gensets, each with a 820 kVA
prime power rating, a
Cummins DMC200 digital
master control system,
a low voltage paralleling
switchboard, a medium
voltage 11 kV/3.3 kV
distribution switchboard,
and associated bulk fuel,
exhaust and external radiator
systems. The gensets are
powered by 23-litre Cummins
QSK23 engines.

“In view of the limited engineering
resources on Aitutaki, we decided to
carry out full assembly, performance
testing and training for the customer
at our Brisbane facility,” says Jeff Evans.

“We replicated the complete power
station in Brisbane so the customer
could be completely comfortable that
we were delivering the system we had
promised, and that all their performance criteria had
been met.
“The testing and training was carried out over four days.
Testing included fully functional operation of the master
control system, including load demand call up/shut down,
and load shed capability, along with load testing of each
generator unit.”
The power station was then dismantled and shipped to
the Cook Islands where installation became a simple matter
of bolting together components that had been assembled
previously, thus reducing on-site construction time.
Now let me tell you more about Aitutaki: The sky is tinted
an intense royal blue and if there are clouds, they’re in
hallucinogenic mauves…

The island’s peak load requires two operating gensets,
the third unit being redundant, enabling servicing of
the other two without power interruption.
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Leon Hodges (left) being congratulated
by Cummins Perth sales engineer
Bhavani Sambhara on ordering the first
Cummins C3000 generator sets in the
world for 2 MW continuous operation.

Leon Hodges and his team at
Contract Power in Perth thrive on
the challenges of building diesel
power stations anywhere in the
world. They’ll even do one for
you in Africa if you want.

Stormin’ahead
The C3000 is powered by the 78-litre, V18 Cummins QSK78
engine which is making a name for itself in mining’s
ultra-class haul trucks rated up to 3,500 hp.
“What I like about Cummins is their support. They don’t
run away from a problem. They turn to the problem to fix
it,” says Leon Hodges. “Sticking your head in the sand…
we don’t play that game!”

Leon Hodges with Norman Schwarzkopf, Commander of
Allied Forces in the Gulf War in 1990-91.

A framed photo sits prominently in Leon Hodges’ office in
Kewdale, Perth.
It shows Hodges at a business conference with Stormin’
Norman Schwarzkopf, Commander of Allied Forces in the
Gulf War in 1990-91.
A lot of people who have done business with Hodges would
see the parallel between the two men: A driving ambition
to succeed.
When Leon Hodges started out in business in the early
1990s as a lone contractor with a ute, he didn’t exactly
have a burning ambition to build a big business. “My
intention then was to keep food on the table, look after
the kids,” he says.
Several years later he had 24 employees. He was targeting
Western Australia’s mining industry, providing remote
on-site servicing and supply of power generation equipment.
He was also offering a 24/7 on-call service to customers.
In 1995 he began building power stations.
Today, his business — Contract Power Group of Companies
— is noted for its dynamic approach to the various
elements of power generation and power station design
and operation.
The group boasts an ability to do business ‘anywhere
in the world’. In fact, it has built, owned and operated
power stations in six countries across three continents.
Contract Power recently became the first company in the
world to buy Cummins C3000 generator sets for 2 MW
continuous-rated operation. This is Cummins’ biggest
diesel genset and Contract Power is installing 10 of them
as a power station at Fortescue Metal Group’s iron ore
mine in the Pilbara.

“They’d had one in-frame overhaul, and they had
another 6,000 to 10,000 hours component life before
a second in-frame would have been needed. The oil
change intervals with those engines was 250 hours,”
Hodges points out.

Nine new KTA50s were installed at Central Norseman Gold
in the first and second quarters of 2009.

Leon Hodges was born in New Zealand but moved to
Australia at an early age with his parents. His father was
in the construction industry, and the family moved around
the country.

Contract Power recently bought a further 11 gensets
powered by the KTA50. These are Power Box units, fully
integrated and containerised power systems for rental
use in hot, dusty environments.

He actually returned to Rotorua in New Zealand in the
late-70s to do his apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic
with Komatsu.

“There’s a shortage of power in this country,” says
Leon Hodges.

After finishing his apprenticeship he was back in Australia,
ready to rumble. Western Australia’s mining industry
was the lure. “I worked around a number of mine sites,
servicing generators and running power stations,”
he recalls.

It’s easy to see he’s planning his next strategic move.

Then he decided to set out as a lone contractor with his
ute, and Contract Power was born.
“Our first big milestone was winning the contract in 1998
to build, own and operate the power station at Central
Norseman Gold, Australia’s longest continuously running
gold mine,” says Hodges.
The nine Cummins gensets at the 9 MW power station are
powered by the Cummins KTA50 engine. Availability of the
power station since 1998
has been a remarkable
99.997%.
Leon Hodges has great
respect for the K50, a
50-litre V16 that has
set the benchmark for
reliability and durability
in a number of applications.
“It’s a mechanical engine…
it’s bullet proof. We’ve got
K50s everywhere,” he says.
“The K50s at Central Norseman
Gold cost an average 0.04 cents/kWh
in maintenance over the life of the
engines. The original engines were
pulled out in 2008 after 65,000
hours. Not one had had an out-offrame overhaul.

Contract Power is today noted for
its dynamic approach to the various
elements of power generation and
power station design and operation.
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Zapped
by
Zeus
			
5000 Sport Yacht with Zeus drive pods
features improved fuel economy and
top speed along with exceptional
manoeuvrability.

Riviera’s new 5000 Sport Yacht,
featuring Cummins MerCruiser
Diesel’s cutting-edge Zeus
drive system, is winning wide
acclaim for its exceptional
performance and handling.
The 5000SY replaces the shaft-drive 4700SY, itself a highly
successful sport yacht that claimed the Australian Boat of
the Year title in 2007.
Writing in Club Marine magazine, Mark Rothfield says the
performance of the 5000SY “almost defies imagination”
compared with the conventional 4700 Riviera.
“Not since a Viking captain named Sigurd gave his
oarsmen a swift clip behind the ears, then spurred them
on with the promise of rape and pillage, has a vessel seen
such an instant performance boost,” writes Rothfield.
He points out that the shaft-drive 4700 with Cat C9 engines
had a top-speed of almost 30 knots. The 5000 with Cummins
QSC 600 engines driving Zeus pods achieves 32.5 knots.
Fuel economy is also improved, by 10 to 12 per cent. (Even
better economy is achieved versus the Cummins QSM11 and
Cat C12 shaft-drive options in the 4700).

The sleek 5000SY offers three cabins with seven berths in its
overall length of 16.69 metres and beam of 4.76 metres.

Discussing performance, an obviously inspired Rothfield
continues: “There’s no planing transition, just gentle
acceleration until the turbos kick in. If you’re in a hurry,
or a hoon, hole-shot ability is brilliant.
“To chew only 50 litres per side at 16 knots is pretty
darn good, while to use 180 litres total at 28 knots is
exceptional for a 50-footer weighing 18 tonnes.”

“Everyone we’ve had on board is amazed by its
performance.”
The Zeus pod drives in the 5000SY are linked to twin
8.3-litre, electronic Cummins QSC diesels rated at 600 hp
— the highest power density for this engine class. Riviera
testing showed the QSC 600s to be quiet, fuel-efficient
and incredibly clean throughout the rev range.

The 5000SY is the first production-built boat in Australia
to be engineered with the Zeus system which incorporates
steerable pod drive units mounted under the hull with
twin counter-rotating, aft-facing propellers.

The sleek 5000SY offers three cabins with seven berths
in its overall length of 16.69 metres and beam of
4.76 metres. Fuel capacity is 2,300 litres and the
generator is an e-QD (electronic Quiet Diesel) Cummins
Onan rated at 11 kW. Base price is $1,095,000.

Zeus users around the world report exceptional
manoeuvrability as well as improved fuel economy and
faster cruise and top speeds. Integrated features include
automatic trim, autopilot and the GPS-inspired ‘Skyhook’
system that holds the vessel’s position, even in strong
currents and windy conditions.

The appeal of the 5000SY was clearly evident at its
release at the 2009 Sydney International Boat Show when
the sport yacht was secured by Riviera Syndication by day
three. Ten shares in the 5000SY, each costing $139,000,
were on offer from Riviera Syndication.

Zeus alleviates the fear that many people have about
handling a boat with a joystick making berthing as logical
and intuitive as using a DVD remote control.

“The owners have a 10 per cent equity share in the boat…
it’s very convenient for them because they don’t have
to do any of the work. Riviera Syndication does all the
cleaning and maintenance — it’s absolutely ideal for busy
people,” says Riviera Syndication boss John Russell.

Riviera distribution manager Peter Welch barely contains
his enthusiasm for the Zeus sport yacht: “It’s such a
different boat to the 4700… it sits higher in the water, it
turns like a sports car, it holds its speed in turns, and it’s
smoother and quieter.

“Each owner is allocated 33 days a year for use of the boat
(based at Rushcutters Bay in Sydney) and they can use our
automated online booking system. All the popular times
including weekends are shared evenly between owners.”

Leading food producer selects
One of Australia’s largest food
manufacturers, George Weston Foods
(GWF), has chosen Cummins Power
Generation to design and build an
energy-efficient cogeneration plant
at its smallgoods processing facility
in Castlemaine, Victoria.
The turn-key cogeneration plant
will provide electrical and thermal
energy for the George Weston
Foods facility at Castlemaine
(Victoria) which is undergoing
expansion at a cost of more
than $150 million.

Cummins cogeneration
The turn-key cogeneration plant will provide electrical
and thermal energy for the GWF site which is undergoing
expansion at a cost of more than $150 million. It will be
the largest facility of its type in the southern hemisphere
with peak power demand of around 8 MW.

consumed at all times,” says Eccleston. “It will also be able
to operate in island mode if there’s a loss of grid power.”

GWF, a subsidiary of one of the world’s leading food
companies, Associated British Foods, produces well known
brands such as Don Smallgoods, KR Castlemaine, Tip Top,
Sunblest, and Golden in Australia and New Zealand.

“The cogeneration system will also take George Weston
Foods’ environmental commitment a step further by
reducing CO2 emissions,” says Eccleston.

“Cummins’ turn-key solution includes total project
management — system design and engineering, civil
works, performance testing, commissioning, training
and service support,” says David Eccleston, business
development manager for Cummins Power Generation’s
Energy Solutions Business.
The high-efficiency cogeneration power system comprises
two Cummins QSV91G lean-burn natural gas generator sets
which will provide 4 MW of electrical power, while heat
recovered from the engines’ exhausts will be directed to
two high-rate steam generators.

Two Cummins QSV91G lean-burn natural
gas generator sets are at the heart of the
high-efficiency cogeneration power system.

The plant will be able to be operated continuously, or
shut down and restarted daily.

Cogeneration is recognised for its energy efficiency and
ability to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, a fact
emphasised by GWF in its technical specification that
requires the power system to minimise CO2 emissions
through maximum practicable recovery of thermal energy.
In addition, the lean-burn technology of the 91-litre,
V18 Cummins natural gas engines powering the electrical
gensets provides very low exhaust emissions of nitrogen
oxides (NOx).

These steam generators will provide thermal power
for various operations at the GWF facility, including
refrigeration and heating.

“A food manufacturing facility obviously demands high
standards of power system reliability and cost efficiency,
and the Cummins cogeneration system has proved
in applications around the world it will meet those
standards,” says Eccleston.

“The cogeneration plant will operate in parallel with the
grid and ensure that a minimum quantity of grid power is

Hand over of the cogeneration plant to GWF is scheduled
for April 2010.
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Give us

a lift
Ray Fry is proud of his travel ship
lift. Very proud.

Gazing at the beast that has just plucked a 270-tonne
Australian Navy patrol boat out of the water and, within
minutes, put it in a shipyard, Fry says in his trademark
measured tone: “I could have bought one from overseas
but decided to design and build it here.
“It will keep a lot of people employed in Cairns and I
thought that building it here would bring a lot of pride
in our ability to construct something of this magnitude.”
Ray Fry owns Cairns-based Norship Marine, a company
that specializes in vessel maintenance, repair and refit.
The Norship yard can accommodate up to 50 vessels
at one time, ranging from trawlers, superyachts and
passenger ferries to customs and navy patrol boats.
His travel lift, constructed from more than 200 tonnes
of steel and commissioned early in 2009, has the model
designation RF400, obviously standing for Ray Fry,
400-tonne capacity.
It is the biggest travel ship lift ever designed and built
in Australia.
Two Cummins powerpacks providing a total of
500 hp along with an intricate but powerful network
of electronics and hydraulics are at the heart of the
Fry behemoth which has actually been tested lifting
450 tonnes… successfully.
The travel lift project, which required additional wharf
infrastructure, cost close to $10 million — an investment
that is already paying off with the navy now having its
Cairns-based 270-tonne Armidale-class patrol boats
slipped at Norship.
The two Cummins Custom Paks — self-contained
powerpacks that power the travel lift — use the electronic
6.7-litre QSB engine rated at 250 hp. The Custom Paks
provided Ray Fry with a simple, proven solution for the
hydraulic drive system. Importantly, their fully integrated
radiator cooling is designed for operation in tropical heat.
The Cummins QSB engine’s full-authority electronics also
provide constant rpm control with the travel lift operator
able to select one of four settings between 800 and
2000 rpm for simple and precise operation.
A joystick in the operator’s cab gives control over lifting,
steering and forward or reverse movement. The all-wheel
steering system provides remarkable manoeuvrability with
the travel lift able to turn in a circle, crab sideways, or
simply move forward or back.
In turn mode, wheel speeds are detected electronically
and hydraulic pressure adjusted accordingly so that the
outside wheels turn faster.

270-tonne Australian
Navy patrol boat handled
comfortably by Norship
travel lift.

“There’s a lot of achievement in this travel lift,” says
Ray Fry in something of an understatement.

Ray Fry… passion and
hands-on approach brought
travel lift to fruition.

One of the two Cummins Custom
Paks that power the travel lift.

Travel lift is able to turn
in a circle, crab sideways,
or simply move forward
or back.

Fry has a long association with Cummins, an association
that is evident in his yard in a well maintained 1960s
truck crane which is still powered by its original engines.
The truck is powered by a C160 Cummins while a J130
drives the crane.
“Neither of those engines has been apart yet,” he quips.
When he left school in the early 1960s, Ray worked in
his father’s engineering and shipbuilding company, NQEA,
serving his time as a fitter and turner. He left NQEA and in
1975 started NERCO (Northern Engine Reconditioning Co)
which became a Cummins dealer and was then acquired
by Cummins in 1996.
Ray Fry has built the Norship business from virtually
nothing. Bringing the travel lift to fruition is typical of
his passion and hands-on approach.
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Sunchip founder Mark Blackberry (centre) with partner
Gary Heazlewood (right) and Brendan Mahnken of MBM
Harvesting Solutions. They are pictured under the
grapple of the massive Tanguay skidder.

Brad Haack… “Our EGR engines have
been very good to date.”

The right track

for Haack

Chip mates
					 charge ahead

Two mates from Tasmania are
behind a big logging operation in
Queensland that prides itself on
innovation.

He formed Sunchip in 1997 after securing a harvesting
and chipping contract with CSR at Caboolture, north of
Brisbane. A year later he acquired the Caboolture-based
Finemores log haulage operation of 30 trucks, and Sunchip
had suddenly become a major business, building in a
couple of years to over 100 employees.

Mark Blackberry and Gary Heazlewood were not long out of
school when they first met.

In recent years, as the demand for higher utilisation has
increased, the Sunchip B-double fleet — today totalling
26 units — has swung entirely over to Cummins power, with ISX
and Signature engines installed in a mainly Kenworth line-up.

“We were 15 or 16 and working for Lloyds North in
the timber industry in Tasmania,” Heazlewood recalls.
“Mark was a plant operator and I was a diesel fitter.”
Twenty-five years later, the two men are partners in
Sunchip Transport and Sunchip Log Management, operations
that make Sunchip one of Australia’s largest stand-alone
logging contractors.

The latest engines in the fleet are EGR units — seven
ISX 550s that are clocking up impressive kilometres. Six
are installed in Kenworth T658s, the other in a T908.
“Our B-doubles are operating 24/7, so back-up service is
everything to us,” Blackberry asserts.

“We’re processing up to 100 B-double loads of softwood
a day,” Blackberry reveals at Sunchip’s head office in
Maryborough, 260 km north of Brisbane.

“It has taken a number of years to get the equipment that
is exactly right for us,” he adds. “You can penny pinch with
equipment, but in the end it bites you on the backside.”

“In a year, we’re processing over 800,000 cubic metres of
logs and hauling up to 1.3 million cubic metres.”

Cummins’ service support effort is headed up by Col Baker,
who works closely with Sunchip’s maintenance boss Frank
Gibson to ensure minimal downtime. Over the last two
years, Baker has overseen Cummins’ increased presence in
the Sunchip fleet from just several engines to 100% share,
and also the smooth transition from Gen II Signature 580
engines to the ISX 550 EGR units.

Mark Blackberry is also a partner in MBM Harvesting
Solutions with another Tassie mate Brendan Mahnken.
Sunchip and MBM handle the harvesting, haulage and mill
yard log management for Hyne & Son’s milling operation
in Maryborough. Hyne is Australia’s largest privately-owned
timber company with over 125 years of experience
behind it.
Carter Holt Harvey, the country’s biggest timber wholesale
and sawmilling company, is another Sunchip client in
Queensland.
It’s hardly surprising Blackberry ended up in the timber
game. His father Maurice had a hardwood logging operation
in Tasmania, and his first job after leaving school was as a
plant operator with Lloyds North.

These aren’t the only Cummins engines in the
Sunchip-MBM operation. Two massive Tanguay skidders from
Canada — the largest grapple skidders in the world and the
first to be used in the Southern Hemisphere — are powered
by Cummins 400 hp QSM11 engines. Two Madill butt ‘n top
log loaders have Cummins QSC 300 hp engines.
Gary Heazlewood believes that innovation and use of
cutting-edge equipment are keys to Sunchip’s success.
“We’re constantly working to bring innovation to the table
of our clients,” he says.

Sunchip is operating a number of ‘Long Logger’
B-doubles that were developed to handle 18.3-metre
logs. The Madill loader has Cummins QSC power.

Queensland Transport approved the design after trials in
Tasmania, and Sunchip’s Long Loggers, which have a
26-metre overall length, can now operate on any B-double
route in Queensland at a gross of 67.2 tonnes.

Back in 1968 Eric was also setting the ground rules as
to how he would run his business, above all getting to
know his customers and giving them personal and
reliable service…

When there were problems starting an ISX one night,
driver Tim Briody called the support centre: “I had my
phone in one hand and a torch in the other, and the guy
at the support centre directed me to the problem which
was a loose electrical connection. I hardly lost any time,”
he recalls.

It is also noted that Eric’s ground rules for the business
are still in place today, with more than three quarters of
Haack’s Transport’s original customers still receiving the
benefits of the company’s top-notch service.

The two Tassie mates who are Sunchip partners – Mark
Blackberry (left) and Gary Heazlewood. They met
while working for Lloyds North in Tasmania.

Operating out of Tully on the Bruce Highway, 140 km
south of Cairns, Haack’s Transport is TruckSafe accredited
with a modern fleet comprising 15 interstate trucks,
including two roadtrains and four B-doubles, and nine
concrete agitator trucks.
Eric Haack’s first truck was a Ford Thames Trader coupled
to a single-axle trailer, and he was one of the first people
in the early 1970s to transport bananas from the Mission
Beach area (south of Cairns) to the Sydney markets.
Back then the bananas were carried on a flat-top
trailer and covered with a tarp — a far cry from the
air-suspended refrigerated vans used today. Bananas
remain Haack’s Transport’s biggest freight task to
southern markets — Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.

“We’ve had 10 of these B-doubles operating for around
18 months and they’ve shifted a lot of wood — around
one million cubic metres in fact,” Heazlewood points out.
The longest run for the Sunchip B-doubles is a 13-hour
round trip on the Bruce Highway from Maryborough to
Byfield (just north of Yeppoon) and return loaded. Ten
B-double loads come from Byfield every night.

Eric and wife Bev are still involved in the business, but
it’s son Brad who manages the day-to-day operations.
Brad is well grounded, having served his apprenticeship
as a carpenter and then driven for his father for five years
before taking over the operations side several years ago.

“Our log cartage is a fairly massive task, so we have to
get the job done with a bare minimum of breakdowns.
Most of our Kenworths will do a million kilometres in
three years,” says Heazlewood, discussing fleet
utilisation requirements.

In recent times, as emissions have begun reducing to
near-zero levels, the Cummins ISX engine with exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) has become the preferred power
at Haack’s Transport.

“None of our gear is over three years old so our operators
have modern, well maintained equipment that they can
have pride in. That’s one of the reasons we have minimal
staff turnover.”
Quiet efficiency overrides all aspects of the Sunchip
operation where pride is obviously a critical element in the
company’s success. “Our people are our best asset,” says
Blackberry.

“Our EGR engines have been very good to date,”
says Brad Haack. “The oldest unit has done have over
300,000 kilometres and there have been no dramas,
no niggly problems. We like the support side of
Cummins too,” he adds.

The momentous moon landing is a none-too-subtle
reminder to Eric Haack of his beginnings in road
transport, a fact noted in the ‘About Us’ blurb on the
Haack’s Transport website.

One example is the B-double trailers that haul Hyne &
Son’s 18.3-metre logs. Prior to Sunchip’s involvement, an
attempt had been made to haul these long-length logs
on single jinkers, but log overhang of up to 10 metres
restricted their use.
Thinking there must be a better way to haul the
18.3-metre logs, Mark Blackberry approached Tasmanian
trailer manufacturer Elphinstone and they came up with
the world-first ‘Long Logger’ B-double which can haul
logs up to 19 metres long.

While the Americans were getting
down to the business of putting
man on the moon, Eric Haack was
getting down to the business of
putting trucks on the road.

A competitor engine brand previously dominated in the
linehaul fleet, but with the introduction of the ADR80/02
emissions regulations in 2008 the EGR Cummins with its
driveability and reliability attributes started making an
impression.
The Sunchip B-double fleet — today totalling 26 units — has swung
entirely over to Cummins ISX and Signature power in recent years.

Haack’s has two ISX 550 engines in 68-tonne
B-double work, and an ISX 525 in a 48-tonne single
trailer operation.

Haack Transport has experienced first-hand the service
provided by the Cummins Support Centre which is staffed
by highly experienced Cummins technicians and can be
contacted 24/7 by calling ‘1300 Cummins’.

Brad Haack’s not complaining about the fuel economy of
the EGR engines either. “Our B-double ISX 550 engines are
averaging around 1.8 kilometres per litre, while the ISX
525 is doing 2.0 to 2.1 kilometres per litre with a single
trailer,” he reveals.
The fact that the Cummins ISX and Signature EGR engines
will basically remain unchanged for the next round of
emissions regulations in Australia in 2011 is another benefit
in terms of product consistency for customers. “The fewer
changes the better,” emphasises Brad Haack.
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Cummins Support Centre
extends reach to NZ
CSC service manager Ray Saywell
(centre) with service advisors Barry
Rogers (left) and Bruno Cardamone.

The Cummins Support Centre (CSC)
has extended its geographic reach for
after-hours breakdown assistance
to New Zealand.
The CSC has been operating in Australia
for the last three years. “With one simple
phone call, New Zealand customers can
now speak to experienced Cummins
technical personnel, 24 hours
a day, every day of the year,” says
Marty Sizer, manager of the CSC.

Michael Fowler

Fowler heads

The after-hours Cummins contact number
in New Zealand has not changed — 0800
Cummins (1300Cummins in Australia)
which links customers directly to the CSC
for after-hours breakdown assistance or
general technical advice.
Promoting industry-best practice, the CSC
operates out of a purpose-built facility in
Melbourne and boasts a service team that
comprises 16 qualified service technicians
with 360 years of combined Cummins/
diesel industry experience.
With access to all Cummins operational
systems and information to manage
breakdown events, the CSC service team
also registers all breakdown events in
the Cummins Customer Relationship
Management system, and monitors field

Mike Fowler has been appointed
Director — On-Highway Engine Business
for Cummins South Pacific.

Samoa was hardest hit with 143
confirmed dead.

He replaces Dennis Quinn who was
recently appointed Managing Director
of Cummins South Pacific
Fowler has had 15 years with Cummins,
starting as a diesel technician at the
Newcastle (NSW) branch. He has since
held the positions of service manager,
truck engine business manager, fleet
business manager, and territory director
for the on-highway engine business.

Cummins South Pacific has responded to
the devastation by supplying 13 generator
sets to assist with the rebuilding of the
islands and also provide emergency
power to schools, businesses
and homes.
“We’ve all been moved by the terrible
images of devastation and destruction,”
said Birol Guler, sales director for
Cummins South Pacific’s power
generation distribution business.

“Mike brings a strong customer focus
and technical knowledge to his new
position as head of Cummins’ truck
engine business in the South Pacific,”
says Dennis Quinn.

He comes to Cummins with an
extensive background in the mining
industry, having worked from the
workshop floor to managerial level
during his career.

Gheorghe won’t
be forgotten
on Australia’s
highways

“Great to have 24/7 support when
we operate in remote areas.”
The expansion to NZ is a significant
milestone for the CSC and is the result
of a 6 Sigma project led by Ben Clark,
service manager for Cummins Bay of
Plenty in NZ.

“Providing support to the communities in
which we live and operate is one of the
core values of Cummins, so it was natural
we would join the relief aid effort.”
The Pacific Power Association’s Tony Neil
has publicly thanked Cummins South
Pacific for its support.
“Words cannot begin to describe the feelings
that we have for our fellow Pacific Islanders
who experienced helplessness in witnessing
the massive destruction caused by the
tsunamis,” he said.
“The PPA would publicly like to thank
Cummins for its generous donation to the
Government of Samoa of a large number
of diesel gensets that will assist Samoa
in providing electricity in those locations
that are most in need.”

It is with great sadness we report the death
of Gheorghe Maris, the man who promoted
the Cummins brand on his Kenworth prime
mover and B-double trailers.
Gheorghe Maris (left) with Cummins
South Pacific managing director Gino
Butera in 2005.

He has a strong focus on OHS&E as
well as value creating /adding to
customers and company business.
Michael is currently undertaking his
Masters of Business Administration.
He has a Diploma of Business
(Frontline Manager) and a Diploma
of International Operations as well
as being a qualified plant mechanic
with engineering mechanical
qualifications.

Andrew Short

Everyone at Cummins and in the industry
who had contact with Gheorghe admired
his cheerful and genuine nature. Our
thoughts are with Saveta and sons George
and Ovidiu.

Michael Grima

Heavy-duty electrics training
for Cummins technicians

Cummins MerCruiser Diesel (CMD) lost a
staunch supporter when Andrew Short was
tragically killed in a yachting accident off
the Wollongong coast, NSW, in October.

If the electronic control module (ECM)
is the brain of the engine, then the
battery is certainly the heart of the
vehicle or equipment.

The 48-year-old was the owner of Andrew
Short Marine, a business he established
in the early 1980s and which has become
one of the most successful retail
operations in the Sydney marine industry.

With ever-increasing demands on
vehicle electrical systems, it is
critically important that the battery,
starting and charging systems
be maintained and
correctly diagnosed if
a problem occurs.

Tim Worme, general manager of CMD
South Pacific, described Andrew Short
as a “true gentleman who had a natural
ability to pass on his passion of the water
to everyone he met”.

To increase the skill
levels of Cummins
service departments
in heavy-duty electrics
troubleshooting,
Cummins Training
has embarked on a
program across the
South Pacific. The
course was recently
delivered in Newcastle
to better equip
our field service
technicians who
support the engines
running in the hot
and dusty environment
of the Hunter
Valley mines.

NAB
banks on

tri-generation

CMD tributes for
Andrew Short

CMD president Alex Savelli said from the
US: “It is a sad moment for the marine
industry in the South Pacific and for CMD.
The industry has lost a strong voice and
CMD has lost a close friend and advocate.”

Trigen plant comprises 2 MWe
Cummins QSV91 gas engine
generator set coupled to an
absorption chiller.

Cummins

Gheorghe was so impressed with the
support from Cummins — particularly the
team at Wetherill Park in Sydney — he
asked to promote the Cummins brand.

Andrew Short was a great friend to
Cummins people and will be sadly missed
by all. Our deepest sympathy goes out to
Kylie and family.
The tsunami caused devastation in Samoa.

In the mid-80s, Gheorghe defected from
his country of birth, Romania, and with the
help of the United Nations immigrated to
Australia to start a new life with his wife
Saveta and sons George and Ovidiu.

Michael has spent the past 11 years
working overseas, most recently with
Sandvik Mining and Construction as
the regional aftermarket manager
for northern and central Europe.

He’d driven trucks in Romania, but for
the first 10 years in Australia he was a
factory worker in Sydney. He then bought
a small truck before leaping into linehaul
in 1999 with a Cummins Signature-powered
Kenworth.

General manager of Andrew Short Marine,
Liam O’Halloran, said the business would
continue to trade and expand. The
company is a distributor of Sea Ray, Boston
Whaler and Mercury Marine products.

“He is leading a team that is
committed to maintaining high levels
of customer support and product
integrity as the trucking industry
moves to even more stringent
emissions standards.”
Fowler will be based at Cummins
South Pacific headquarters in
Scoresby, Melbourne.

Michael Grima has been appointed
regional branch manager, responsible
for Cummins’ operations in Sydney,
Wollongong and Orange.

“I like having a person at the other
end of the phone who knows what
they’re talking about.”

Cummins responds to tsunami tragedy

up on-highway
engine business

branch
manager

Having been in operation for three years
in Australia, the after-hours breakdown
service has generated a lot of positive
feedback from customers, with typical
comments including:

World-first genset
purchase by
Contract Power
An island paradise was trashed and
battered by walls of water in late
September. An 8.0-magnitude earthquake
created tsunamis that killed 186 people
in Samoa, American Samoa and Tonga.

New regional

technician safety via GPS tracking of all
service vans.

Leon Hodges (right),
managing director of
Perth-based Contract Power
Group of Companies, was
recently presented with a
model of a Cummins C3000
generator set by Birol Guler,
sales director for Cummins
South Pacific’s power
generation distribution
business. Contract Power
is the first company in
the world to buy C3000
generator sets for 2 MW
continuous-rated operation.
This is Cummins’ largest
diesel genset and Contract
Power is installing 10 of
them as a power station at
Fortescue Metal Group’s iron
ore mine in the Pilbara, WA.
The C3000 is powered by
Cummins’ 78-litre V18
diesel engine, the QSK78.
See feature article on
Contract Power on p.9
of this issue.
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Field service supervisor Chris Cook
said: “Having successfully completed
the course I’m more confident and
better skilled to provide customer
advice and diagnostic support for the
starting and charging systems of the
Cummins engines we look after in the
mine sites.”

National Australia Bank (NAB)
has taken an important step
to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions by having a
tri-generation plant installed
at its Victorian data centre.

“Tri-generation is ideally suited to data
centres which use up to 40 times more
power per square metre than standard
commercial buildings,” says David
Eccleston, Business Development
Manager for Cummins Power Generation’s
Energy Solutions Business.

Cummins Power Generation supplied and
installed the gas engine generator set
and Broad absorption chiller as part of the
works for the first tri-generation plant
in a data centre in Australia.

He believes that tri-generation will
increasingly be used in building projects
in that it makes a much more efficient use
of the energy in the fuel, thus reducing
carbon emissions below the levels
associated with traditional fossil fuels.

The plant is a key element in NAB’s
mission to become carbon neutral by
late 2010.
“The installation of the tri-generation
system reduces our CO2 contribution
by around 20 per cent,” says NAB’s
Sustainability Manager Nicola Murphy.
“This equates to a saving of around
20,000 tonnes of emissions a year.”
Tri-generation is the simultaneous
production of electricity, heat and
cooling using a gas-fired generator
and absorption chiller.
At NAB’s data centre, the tri-generation
plant comprises a high-efficiency 2 MWe
Cummins QSV91 gas engine generator set
coupled to an absorption chiller supplied
by Cummins through Broad’s Australian
distributor Energy Conservation Systems.
The mechanical and electrical works and
infrastructure were completed separately
by AG Coombs.

Greg Yager, Cummins regional training manager
(heavy-duty products), instructing Wetherill Park
(Sydney) technicians in the load testing procedures
for a heavy-duty battery.

The absorption chiller takes heat energy
from the gas engine’s exhaust gases
(450 deg.C) and converts it to chilled
water which is then used for air
conditioning to cool the building
and IT infrastructure.

“The efficiency of tri-generation is
around 85 per cent,” he says.“Coal-fired
and even gas-fired power station generally
only achieve efficiencies of around
30 per cent.”
“The wasted energy from coal-fired
powered stations goes into the atmosphere
in the form of exhaust gases that contain
CO2 and other greenhouse gases, and
indirectly through transmission losses from
the power station to the end user.
“An on-site tri-generation plant eliminates
these losses,” says Eccleston.
He points out that a tri-generation plant
can also be used in conjunction with
standby diesel generators to provide
power during an outage. This reduces
the number of standby generators
required on-site.
Eccleston says tri-generation is not a
solution for all sites and buildings, and
that each facility has to be looked at
on a case-by-case basis.
“If the site is suitable, there’s currently
no other technology that can reduce the
site’s carbon footprint as much as — or as
quickly as — tri-generation,” he says.
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Kilimanjaro is powered by twin Cummins KTA38 engines, each
rated at 1050 hp to give the vessel a 24-knot cruise at half-load.

Tasmanian boat builder Richardson Devine
Marine could have been excused for thinking
they might have had some peaks to climb in
building a 400 passenger catamaran ferry for
a Tanzanian operator.
Named ‘Kilimanjaro’ after the tallest mountain in Africa,
the 35-metre, Cummins-powered ferry was nevertheless
completed in an impressive six-month build period in 2009
at RDM’s yard in Hobart.
Kilimanjaro has joined the Coastal Fast Ferries fleet,
operating between Dar es Salaam and the island of
Zanzibar, off the coast of Tanzania.
An identical ferry — Kilimanjaro II — is now being built by
RDM for the Tanzanian operator.
Cummins’ long established 38-litre V12 engine, the KTA38,
is powering both vessels. In Kilimanjaro I, the twin KTA38s
are each rated at 1050 hp to give the vessel a 24 knots
cruise at half-load.

The KTA38s in Kilimanjaro II will be rated at 1300 hp
to provide a higher cruise speed on a longer route.
“The simplicity and proven reliability and durability
of the KTA38 engine were the key factors in the owner
specifying Cummins,” says Dave Johnson, who steered
the project for Cummins in Tasmania.
Cummins also supplied the three generator sets for
each vessel.
Kilimanjaro is a near sister ship to the MV Eagle
which was launched from the RDM yard in 2007 and
is operated by World Heritage Cruises on Tasmania’s
west coast.
Richardson Devine Marine celebrated its 20th
anniversary in February 2009. The company was
founded by Ron Devine and Toby Richardson, who
teamed up to build their first joint project vessel in
Hobart after working independently as boat builders
in other parts of Australia.

The simplicity and proven reliability and durability of
the KTA38 engine were the key factors the vessel owner
specified Cummins.

Sarah Bilston, Black Belt –

6 Sigma, Cummins South Pacific
When did you start with Cummins? I started as an
assistant accountant at the Cummins Power Generation
plant in Adelaide in December 1995. I transferred to
Cummins South Pacific HQ at Scoresby (Melbourne) in 1999
in the role of finance manager. Since then I’ve held various
accounting roles within finance in the South Pacific.

and Angus (5) seem to take it all in their stride. I have the
flexibility in my current role to be able to work four days
a week. I sometimes work strange hours but this is my
choice so that I can spend time with my family and still
get my job done. Hugh and Angus are both at school now
so it really is a lot easier.

What is your background? I am an accountant. I received
my accounting degree in 1991 from the University of South
Australia. I then went on to study for my CPA (Certified
Practising Accountant) which I completed in 1998.

What has been your career highlight? Receiving a global
Cummins 6 Sigma Award for one of my projects, as well
as earning the title of Black Belt in 6 Sigma. The Black
Belt role has taught me a lot about different facets of
the business and is particularly rewarding when you can
make considerable cost savings and process benefits for
Cummins. Currently I am working on a customer-focussed
6 Sigma project with Komatsu and Rio Tinto. That has
taken me all the way across to the Pilbara iron ore
region in Western Australia for a meeting and mine
visit at Paraburdoo.

How did you move to your present role? I was most
recently working in the finance department (special
projects) and it seemed a good fit for that role and my
personal development to train in 6 Sigma. I was trained
in early 2006 in 6 Sigma. I really loved it, became a
Green Belt and then moved into the Black Belt 6 Sigma
role in December 2008. I am now working on my 8th
project. Six Sigma is a methodology used by Cummins (and
other major companies around the world) to implement
continuous improvement. Part of the methodology involves
putting in place a control plan so that the improvements
continue long after the project is completed.
“This picture was taken before I stepped out onto the
mine site (at Paraburdoo)… I didn’t return quite so
spotless!” Sarah Bilston

How do you manage a work-life balance? I’m fortunate
with both my family and my employer. My husband
Lachlan is incredibly supportive and my two boys Hugh (7)

What do you enjoy most about working for Cummins?
I love working in a team environment. I really get
to work with a great bunch of people. I enjoy the
challenges that we face, certainly at the beginning
and during a project, and there is so much satisfaction
when you reach your target or goal. As long as I have
been working here Cummins has had a strong focus
on continuous improvement and that has really been
enhanced through the work of 6 Sigma projects.
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Company founder Bruce Steber (left), who has been
boat building for more than 60 years, with sons Graham
(centre) and Alan who is managing director.

staying

power
“When you’re dealing with Steber you’re
dealing with a company that is secure,
that will deliver after being given a
deposit, and that will still be in business
in 20 years to support the product.”
Alan Steber, managing director of Taree, NSW-based
Steber International, makes this statement with a definite
tone of pride… and total justification.
After all, Steber the company has been boat building for
62 years, and its founder, Bruce Steber — Alan’s father
— still lends a helping hand at the age of 80.
“We don’t currently have any warranty claims,” says
Alan in his usual straightforward way. “And we own
everything.”

“We’ll basically do anything a customer wants, whether
it’s a cruiser or a cray boat. It doesn’t matter to us. We’ll
build to survey if the customer wants. We only build to
order,” Alan explains.

At the age of 14, he took up an apprenticeship with a
boat-builder at Dee Why and this led to him starting
his own venture, building timber clinker runabouts in
a humble lean-to off his house in Narrabeen.

Steber International currently has 38 staff, including seven
shipwright apprentices, at its Taree facility on the NSW
north coast where it has been based since 1974.

Eventually he had seven people working for him, building
one runabout every three days, and the business moved
from Narrabeen to larger premises in Brookvale.

The company (originally Stebercraft) remains a truly
family business. “What we do we enjoy,” says Alan,
whose brother Graham is responsible for production and
scheduling. As already mentioned, their father Bruce still
keeps involved while mother Beryl is company secretary.
“One of the keys to our success is our stable staff,”
Alan emphasises.
There’s obviously no place at Steber for people who don’t
have the right attitude. Attitude and pride are the two
things that make good people, and good people are the
secret to the success of any business.

Alan reckons there could be 10,000 Stebers “out there”,
ranging from small runabouts (which the company focused
on in its very early days) to recreational cruisers and
commercial workboats.
The day I caught up with Alan, he and father Bruce were
putting the finishing touches on a 4700 luxury flybridge
cruiser powered by a pair of 715 hp Cummins MerCruiser
Diesel QSM11 engines.
The boat was going to a customer in Mackay who had a
4300 Steber cruiser that originally had Detroit engines and
was repowered with Cummins. Hence the QSM11s in the
new 4700 which achieved 33 knots in sea trials.
Today, flybridge cruisers are among a wide range of
recreational and commercial vessels built by Steber,
mainly in the range of 6.7 m (22 ft) to 15.8 m (52 ft).

One day in 1958, Bruce remembers someone visiting
his factory to introduce a newfangled material called
fibreglass. Steber was to become one of the pioneers in
fibreglass construction in Australia, switching from timber
to the new material in 1959.
Today, Steber International is justifiably regarded as an
Australian boatbuilding icon, and it seems the steady
Steber hand will steer the company for a good number
of years to come.

Steber expects the same high
standards from its suppliers,
one of which is Cummins which
services the boatbuilder through its
Newcastle branch. “Cummins is the
best engine company to deal with
in terms of support to our factory
and our customers… no question
about that,” says Alan.
For company founder Bruce
Steber, now a fit 80, boating
has been a life-long passion. “I
love tinkering around the boats
with the boys… I get a lot of
satisfaction seeing where the
company is today,” he says.
As a lad growing up in Sydney’s
northern beach suburbs, he often
loitered at the local boatshed,
rowing and running around in the
hire boats.

Steber 4700 luxury flybridge cruiser is powered by a pair of
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel QSM11 engines rated at 715 hp.

Zeus punches out 2,400 hp
The world’s first quadruple Zeus-equipped vessel, propelled
by a total 2,400 hp, made its debut at the recent Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show in Florida.
The 60ft sportfish boat is powered by four Cummins
MerCruiser Diesel QSC8.3-600 hp engines driving Zeus
3000-series pods and has a top speed of 37 knots.
Cruise speed is 33.3 knots at 2700 rpm, giving a
420 nautical mile range.
The 2,400 hp Cummins MerCruiser Diesel Zeus propulsion
system turns manoeuvring the boat into child’s play.
The vessel has neither bow nor stern thruster, yet it can
be manoeuvred virtually any way imaginable — sideways,
diagonally, pivoting on its own axis — with simple
movements of the intuitive Zeus joystick.

in sportfisher
It also boasts an integrated advanced autopilot system that
provides waypoint tracking and autoheading functionality,
and Skyhook, which maintains the vessel’s position and
heading, even in wind and current, with just the touch
of a button.
Zeus is now offered in twin, triple and quadruple pod
configurations with total installed power ranging from
710 hp (2 x QSB 355 hp units) up to a whopping 2,860 hp
(4 x QSM 715 hp units).
Pictures and video of the vessel in action are available
at www.quadzeus.com.
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Daringto be diffe rent
The self-proclaimed
“new force in iron
ore”, Fortescue
Metals Group is
Despite a lot of
conjecture about the
suitability of surface
miners in iron ore,
Fortescue is backing the
technology to the hilt.

Fortescue is Australia’s third
largest iron ore producer.
The company that was formed by Andrew ‘Twiggy’ Forrest
in 2003 shipped its first ore from the Pilbara in May 2008.
Fortescue has since shipped over 40 million tonnes to
China, and says it aims to have production capacity of
55 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) by the end of 2011.
Beyond that, production targets of 95 mtpa, 160 mtpa,
then 200 mtpa will be reached through staged expansions.
Around 60 big bore Cummins engines are currently
working at Fortescue’s Cloudbreak and Christmas Creek
mines, 15 of these in machines — surface miners — that
have been in the spotlight.
It is the first time surface miners have been used in iron
ore — and the first time they’ve been used in a large-scale
mining operation in Australia.
The diesel-powered machines use a rotating cutting drum
to slice into thin seams in flat ore deposits.

Christmas Creek
mines in the Pilbara

All of the initial fleet of Wirtgens
have the Cummins QST30 engine
rated at 1050 hp. A 30-litre V12,
it has confirmed at Fortescue its
reputation for reliability in tough
applications.

in Western Australia.
The bigger Cummins KTA50-powered Wirtgen 4200 (right) achieves significantly
higher mining rates than Fortescue’s pioneer 2500 surface miner (left).

The bigger machine has been designed specifically
for Pilbara conditions, assisted by technical input
from Fortescue.

Fortescue has 15 Cummins-powered Wirtgen surface miners
at its Cloudbreak and Christmas Creek mine sites, and plans
to put bigger machines into service in coming months.

The Cummins KTA50 engine rated at 1600 hp is at the
heart of the 4200 which has a 4.2-metre wide cutting
drum compared with the 2.5-metre drum on the smaller
2500 Wirtgen.

Despite a lot of conjecture about the suitability of
surface miners in iron ore, Fortescue is backing the
technology to the hilt.

The surface miners in action at Cloudbreak.

Bulkhaul behemoth
Is there a more productive dump
truck in the world than this latest
Bulkhaul behemoth operating at
Fortescue Metal Group’s iron ore
mine in the Pilbara?
Surely not.

They are said to simplify the mining process in that
they can cut, crush and load into a truck in one
operation without the need for drilling, blasting
and primary crushing.

Fourteen of the Wirtgens are 2500 models, while the
other is a 4200 that was commissioned in October.

differently at its
Cloudbreak and

“We’ve had some challenges to
work through,” says Cody Faryna,
maintenance supervisor for surface
mining at Fortescue, “but the
surface miners are certainly
viable. They’re meeting our
availability targets.”

Fortescue has just commissioned
the bigger Wirtgen, the 4200, for
significantly higher mining rates.
The company plans to put a
further four 4200s into service
in coming months.

doing things

420-tonne
payload for

During trialing the big Wirtgen achieved a production rate
of 1800 tonnes an hour compared with 850 tonnes an hour
for the 2500 machine.
Faryna believes the 4200 still isn’t operating at full
potential at the 1800 tonnes mark.

Hauling a payload of 420 tonnes, the amazing five-trailer
roadtrain is powered by two Cummins QSK19 engines,
each rated at 760 hp.
One engine’s in the prime mover, the other in the trailer.

“We’re aiming for 2000 to 2200 tonnes per hour with
increased pit length,” he points out.

In the last issue of Cummins Commentary (July 2009),
we featured the 1520 hp Bulkhaul roadtrains at Fortescue,
but at that stage the biggest units had ‘only’ four trailers
and a payload of 360 tonnes.

Fortescue points out that the 4200 provides greater
opportunity to separate waste, overburden and ore on
flat-bedded deposits. This greatly increases recovery and
reduces dilution that would otherwise be experienced in
conventional shovel and truck operations.

Since then a 5th trailer has been added, the payload has
climbed to 420 tonnes, and gross weight is a little over
600 tonnes.

The 50-litre V16 Cummins powering the 4200 is a mining
industry benchmark for reliability and durability, and
is obviously one of the keys to Fortescue extracting
maximum efficiency from the big surface miner.
To underpin service support and quick resolution of any
issues involving the big fleet of Cummins engines at
Cloudbreak and Christmas Creek, Cummins has two diesel
technicians dedicated fulltime to the Fortescue operation.

The massive roadtrain has been hauling ore at speeds
of up to 60 km/h on a 50 km route from Fortescue’s
Christmas Creek mine site to the railhead at .

Bulkhaul is part of Jim Cooper’s Gulf group of companies
that brought the power trailer idea to fruition in 2000
when the first units went into service at the Granites
gold mine in the Northern Territory.
Since then the concept has proved it can achieve
phenomenal productivity gains.
Bulkhaul has 17 power trailer roadtrain combinations
operating at the Fortescue mine — a mix of 250-tonne,
360-tonne and 420-tonne payload units.
All are powered by twin Cummins QSK19 engines. Each
engine in the roadtrain is stirred by a six-speed Allison
automatic transmission, and transmission operation is
synchronised through a central ECM.
The QSK19s in the smaller roadtrains (250-tonners) are
rated at 650 hp compared with 760 hp in the bigger units.
“They can certainly move some dirt,” says Jim Cooper
in a classic understatement.
Another Cooper company, Brisbane-based Powertrans,
built the power trailers and also designed and built the
special purpose prime movers which have huge cooling
capacity with a 3,000 sq in radiator mounted behind
the cab.
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DARE&

DIESEL
Equipment reliability counts in the often harsh and
remote conditions.

Queensland’s far north has always been home for
Wes and Kristein Connolly, Wes the fifth generation
of a cane farming family that first set up camp near
Mossman more than 125 years ago, and Kristein
heralding from a strong pastoral background.
Oakdare Holdings had its origins in 1986 when the
Connollys bought their first truck to work with a
bulldozer they also owned. They had won a contract
to clear land for construction of Christopher Skase’s
Mirage resort at Port Douglas.
That job kept them going for four years and then
in 1990 they started carting sugar cane from
Mareeba on the Atherton Tablelands to Mossman.
That was also the start of their company
Oakdare Holdings.
“The Mirage job started us off and then the cane
cartage forced us to expand the business as we grew
with the mill at Mossman,” says Wes Connolly.

Wes and Kristein Connolly (centre) with sons Michael (left) and Wayne.

Cummins is the power of choice for Oakdare Holdings in its remote north
Queensland operations which demand reliability and durability in trucks.
Importantly, both have
worked at the grass roots
level of the operation.
Wayne piloted a livestock
roadtrain for three years,
while Michael served his
apprenticeship with the
company as a mechanic.
Over the last five years
or so, Cummins Signature
engines have formed the
backbone of the fleet,
providing the reliability
that counts in the
often harsh and remote
conditions.

Cummins ISX and Signature engines form the backbone of the Oakdare fleet.

It’s easy to admire people like Wes and Kristein Connolly
who have done the hard yards, building a family business
to service customers in remote areas.
They are a genuine, down-to-earth couple who have
built Oakdare Holdings on sensible goals and the
premise that ‘you get out what you put in’. For the
Connollys, loyalty received is also deserving of loyalty
in return.
Today, Oakdare runs 20 trucks — mostly B-doubles and
roadtrains — in stock haulage and construction and
earthmoving. The business is based in the small town of
Mossman, 90 km north of Cairns.
Wes and Kristein’s sons — Wayne, 26, and Michael, 25
— now look after the day-to-day operations, Wayne
managing the livestock side and Michael the earthmoving
and construction.

Since early 2008 Oakdare
has been running two
of the latest generation
Cummins engines — EGR
units in the form of an
ISX 550 and a Signature
600, both installed in T658
Kenworths.

Service support is obviously a critical factor in Oakdare’s
equipment selection process.
“It’s very important for us to build up trust and have a
relationship with our suppliers,” says Kristein Connolly.
“One of the reasons for our Cummins preference is the
support… it’s very strong out of Cairns.”
Servicing trucks that are working in earthmoving and road
construction projects hundreds of kilometres away in the
isolation of Cape York Peninsula is one of the challenges
confronting Oakdare which has two diesel fitters, a trailer
fitter and a boiler maker at its Mossman base.
“Our trucks are operating too far away for us to bring
them back to our own workshop for servicing or any other
work that may need doing,” says Michael Connolly.
“For our 15,000-kilometre services, for example, we send
one of our fitters out to the truck which can be an eight
to nine-hour trip in a four-wheel drive.”

In the mid-90s, the Connollys made their move into
livestock haulage when they bought Jack’s Livestock
& General Transport, a six-truck business that was
also into earthmoving. Then they acquired Kristein’s
parents livestock business, Remfrey’s Livestock,
adding two more roadtrains to the fleet.
Oakdare is no longer involved in the cane haulage,
but it was an operation that resulted in the
Connollys’ intial contact with Cummins.
“We wanted an effective engine brake for our
cane trucks which were coming down the range
four times a day,” Wes explains. (The range is the
steep escarpment between the Atherton Tablelands
and the coast.) “An engine brake is engaged
for 10 minutes or more on the range without a
break. At the time the N14 Cummins had the
best brake, and that started our association
with Cummins.”
It’s an association that has certainly helped forge
an efficient and sustainable operation in what can
only be described as a tough and demanding
environment.

The ISX 550 is in road construction and similar work pulling
an AB-triple, while it also backs up on stock during the busy
periods. The Signature 600 is fulltime on roadtrain triples
moving stock and has clocked up over 200,000 km.
Fuel economy has turned out to be one of the EGR
engine’s strong points for Oakdare.

“It gradually came good though,” says Wayne Connolly.
“It’s now doing around the 1.1 kilometres-per-litre mark
which is very good economy in our application.”
Cummins Cairns manager Ralph Cremer (right) and Cummins
truck engine business manager Simon Pratt discuss the finer
points of EGR engines with Wayne and Michael Connolly.

Cummins Perth’s Henry Phelps (left) discusses the journey
with Mike Antalec, founder of Australia Yachts.

From Sydney to Perth
on one tank of diesel!
With the help of Cummins MerCruiser
Diesel’s Zeus drive system, Mike
Antalec’s Secret Harbour 46 recently
made the 2,375 nautical mile voyage
from Sydney to Perth on just one
tank of fuel.
“We used close to 3,100 litres of fuel, leaving a
couple of hundred litres in the tank at the end of
the journey,” says Antalec, founder of Perth-based
Australia Yachts which built Secret Harbour 46.
Antalec skippered the 46-foot luxury motor yacht on
the journey. The vessel is equipped with the Zeus
system which incorporates steerable pod drive units
mounted under the hull with twin counter-rotating,
aft-facing propellers.
Each drive unit is coupled to Cummins MerCruiser
Diesel QSB engine rated at 480 hp.

“In calm conditions the vessel made 5.8 knots, burning
just 6.6 litres of fuel per hour. In rough conditions the
boat went slower and burned more fuel.
“There were a few days when we just decided to
push through a 3-metre slop making just 4.5 knots.
However, these days were balanced out by the days we
had following seas, making 6.4 knots at the same rpm.
“The vessel’s average fuel burn was 1.3 litres per
nautical mile at 5.2 knots on one engine running at
970 rpm, but we could have slowed down to 800 or
900 rpm and increased our cruising range even further.
“With this voyage we’ve proven the range, the
seaworthiness and low cost of operation of the Secret
Harbour 46,” says Antalec. “We couldn’t have achieved
this extraordinary efficiency without the Zeus drives.
“A big thing for me with Zeus over the competition
is that the props face aft as on a conventional drive
which is a safety feature. The last thing I would have
wanted was to jump over the side into the sharkinfested waters of Bass Strait!”

Antalec, a US Merchant Marine Master of All Oceans
(Unrestricted) with over 20 years experience and
400,000 nautical miles at sea, poses the question:
“What other recreational boat could take to sea in
a Force 8-9 gale and tackle 8 to 10-metre seas in
Bass Strait?

Antalec supports the claim that Zeus is the world’s
most advanced drive system for larger pleasure boats.
“Before selecting Zeus for the Secret Harbour 46 we did
a thorough comparison with the competition. Zeus won
hands down,” he says.

“Some people may think I’m a cowboy, but I went
into this knowing what I was doing,” he says,
pointing to his experience.

Designed by Mark Ellis and built to Marine Survey 2B,
the Secret Harbour 46 is designed to run all day at
28 knots with a range of 560 nautical miles. It has
a fully loaded top speed of 32 knots.

The voyage over three oceans through some of the
most treacherous waters in the world started in the
Pacific Ocean (after leaving Sydney), took the vessel
through Bass Strait into the Southern Ocean, across
the Great Australian Bight before rounding Cape
Naturalist into the Indian Ocean and home to Perth.

The Signature 600 EGR was a concern to begin with, starting
out with fuel consumption of 750 metres/litre on triples.

The ISX 550 EGR pulling the AB-triple combination has
also made its mark. “There are no complaints… it’s going
like a train,” reports Michael Connolly. “Everyone likes
driving it.”

Zeus system incorporates steerable pod
drive units mounted under the hull with twin
counter-rotating, aft-facing propellers.

“It took over a month but proved the vessel’s
seaworthiness, especially when we ventured
into the Force 8-9 gale in Bass Strait near
Wilsons Promontory,” says Antalec.
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CBW — a two-tower
complex in Melbourne’s
CBD — has a 4.5 star
Australian Building
Greenhouse Rating
and uses six Cummins
generator sets for
standby power.

Star ratings
Freshwater Place is a landmark
high-rise complex with a
prestigious presence on the
southern bank of the Yarra
River in Melbourne.
The $1 billion Australand development features two
commercial office towers and a 60-storey residential tower.
The recently-completed 22-level office tower, known as
Twenty8 Freshwater Place, has a 4.5-star energy rating
under the Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme.
At Twenty8
Freshwater
Place: Nilsen’s
Gary Falvey
(left) with
Cummins
Laverton’s
Russell
Slocomb.

Freshwater Place on
the southern bank of
Melbourne’s Yarra
River has a 4.5-star
energy rating.

Best standby power available
It also features a standby power system that was
designed, constructed and commissioned by Cummins
Power Generation.
Cummins worked closely with electrical contractor
Nilsen on the project, particularly the elements required
to achieve the 4.5-star energy rating.
“The standby power system is an important component
of the rating, with the generators providing power
for peak load lopping,” says Gary Falvey, contracting
operations manager for Nilsen.
The peak load lopping occurs when mains power
consumption is near its maximum, and the BMS
(Building Management System) switches the loads
from mains to generator to reduce mains loading
by 25%.
“Cummins was very helpful in getting the project
across the line,” confirms Gary Falvey.
“Cummins accelerated delivery of the gensets so we
could complete part of the project before the
construction industry shutdown over Christmas.
“All the boxes were ticked… the
design, installation and end solution
met all our requirements.”
The standby system comprises
two Cummins C1400 generator
sets, each with a 1400 kVA rating,
and a Cummins DMC200 digital
master control system. In the
event of a mains power failure,
the generators start automatically,
synchronise and then supply power
to two main switchboards which in
turn reticulate power throughout
the building.

Tenants of a new ‘green’ commercial office tower
complex in Melbourne’s CBD have the benefit of the best
standby power system available, with six Cummins diesel
generator sets ready to come on line in the event of
a blackout.
Known simply as CBW, the two-tower complex is in the
midst of the city’s financial and law precincts. It is bound
by Bourke and William Streets, hence the name CBW
— Corner Bourke and William.
CBW incorporates a 27-storey tower at 181 William Street
and a 20-storey tower at 550 Bourke Street.
The towers have a 4.5 star Australian Building Greenhouse
Rating that promotes low energy consumption through
highly efficient air conditioning, lighting and lift
control systems.
Cummins Power Generation was contracted by Watters
Electrical to assist in the design, construction and
commissioning of the standby power system. The
William Street tower has three 1675 kVA gensets and a
1250 kVA unit, while the Bourke Street tower has two
1400 kVA sets.
A Cummins DMC 200 digital master control system is
also installed in each building for control and monitoring
of the emergency power system and fuel system.
The power system features peak load lopping, a key
element in CBW’s 4.5-star energy rating. Once the mains
load demand of the complex reaches a pre-set figure
(around 90%), the generators comes on line to take
demand off the grid.
James Eason from Watters explains that in the event of
a mains failure, the digital master control’s load demand
function ensures that the minimum number of gensets are
operating to meet power requirements.
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Bringing
back
the
Tully is cane country. It’s also the
wettest place in Australia which is
why it has a humorous monument
– a giant gumboot.
The gumboot may well feature on the list of Australia’s
‘Big Things’, but something else of size dominates this
rustic north Queensland town on the Bruce Highway
— one of the largest sugar mills in the country.
With the mill comes the special sight and sound of the
narrow-gauge cane trains as they rattle by, through the
green splendour of the tall cane, carrying their precious
cargo to the mill for processing.
The first cane was crushed at the Tully mill — built by the
Queensland government — in November 1925, and today
more than 300 growers supply the mill which crushes
around 2 million tonnes a season.
The highest tonnage crushed by Tully Sugar was 2.4 million
tonnes with a raw sugar production of 303,000 tonnes
in 2005.
The mill actually produces more tonnes of bagasse
— around 600,000 tonnes a season. Bagasse is the fibrous
by-product of the milling process that is used to fire the

The loco traffic control centre at Tully mill — the first Australian
sugar mill to adopt GPS tracking of its locomotive network.

Cummins QSK19 powers 38-tonne Tully Sugar loco.

cane
mill’s three steam boilers. In fact, 99.9% of the energy
Tully Sugar uses is renewable energy provided by
the bagasse.

Tully Sugar has its own rail network of 283 km and
operates 13 locomotives to haul the freshly harvested
sugar cane to the mill which crushes the cane at a rate
of 700 tonnes/hour.
The locos are often pulling train weights in excess
of 1000 tonnes, and the trains can be as long as
1000 metres, so it’s hardly a case of meandering with
ease through the picturesque Tully district.
Cummins power dominates in the locomotive fleet, and
when looking at the engines’ years of service — and their
proposed service life — it’s easy to see that longevity
rules Tully Sugar’s thinking.
“The Cummins engines have provided great service,”
confirms Ross Threlfall, maintenance supervisor for
trains at Tully Sugar.
Cummins engines made their debut at Tully Sugar in 1997
in two 18-tonne Comeng locos. These engines were L10s
rated at 245 hp that went on to clock up over 20,000
hours before being replaced this year with 245 hp M11s.
Seven Comeng locos at Tully Sugar now have Cummins
M11 power, and six of these are usually paired up as

Ross Threlfall (right), maintenance supervisor for trains at
Tully Sugar, with Cummins Cairns manager Ralph Cremer.

‘double-headers’ to greatly improve tractive power and
increase hauling capacity.
A Cummins QSK19 rated at 525 hp has also just completed
its second season at Tully Sugar. It powers a 38-tonne
locomotive previously owned by QR and rebuilt by Tully
Sugar at a cost of around $500,000. The larger loco
provides cost benefits in that it is basically doing the
job of two of the smaller Comeng locos.
“We’re confident the QSK19 will set a new benchmark for
reliability and longevity at Tully Sugar because of its proven
record in tough applications, particularly in mining,” says
Ralph Cremer, Cummins Cairns branch manager.
The loco traffic control centre at Tully Sugar knows
precisely where the locomotives are at any minute of the
day. In fact, in 1992 it became the first Australian sugar
mill to adopt GPS tracking of its locomotive network for
safety and improved efficiency.
Safety in general is critical. Driving a locomotive daily
through country that can be breathtaking in its natural
beauty may seem the ideal occupation, but for Fab
Mestroni, who has been at the controls of Tully Sugar locos
for 26 years, it can be a “stressful” job. “You really have
to keep alert,” he says, “especially at the rail crossings on
the Bruce Highway where motorists often drive in front of
the oncoming trains and fail to give way.”

Fab Mestroni… has been at the controls of Tully Sugar
locos for 26 years.
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EVERY
UPDATE
The first 960E Komatsu in Australia
was displayed in Mackay before going
into service at Rio Tinto’s Hail Creek
mine in the Bowen Basin.

Hail the new
haul truck
Komatsu’s new ultra-class 960E-1
haul truck, powered by Cummins’
3,500 hp QSK78 engine, is making its
debut in Queensland’s Bowen Basin.
Eight 960Es are going into service at Rio Tinto’s Hail
Creek mine which is ramping up production to a planned
7.5 million tonnes of coking coal in 2010.
Unveiled at last year’s MINExpo in Las Vegas, the AC-drive
960E has a payload capacity of 327 tonnes (360 tons) and
is the largest haul truck ever developed by Komatsu, with
an operating weight of 576 tonnes.
Komatsu’s previous biggest truck, the 930E-4SE, has a
payload capacity of 292 tonnes and an operating weight
of 505.7 tonnes.
The eight 3,500 hp engines powering the 960E trucks
join 12 other Cummins QSK78s in the Bowen Basin, which
are operating in Komatsu 930-4SE trucks at Rio Tinto’s
Clermont mine.
A 78-litre V18, the QSK78 is the largest
diesel engine produced by Cummins.
It is mated to an electric drive system
on the 960E, powering the truck’s
65 km/h top speed through
traction motors.
Field testing of the 960E was carried
out over more than 18,000 hours at
Rio Tinto’s massive Bingham Canyon
copper mine in Utah.

“Both Komatsu and Cummins have dedicated
service support teams in place to ensure smooth
introduction of the 960E trucks at the Hail Creek
mine,” says Iain Curran, Queensland operations
manager for Komatsu.
Cummins Mackay, under branch manager Chris
Bugeja, is spearheading the support of the engines
at Hail Creek, employing a strategy that has been
successful at the Clermont mine, where the
12 QSK78s are in service.
“We’ll have two technicians dedicated to the Hail
Creek mine, and will also have a product support
manager responsible for the site,” says Bugeja.
He points out that Cummins
Mackay has significantly
improved its service
support capability over the
last 12 months and will be
adding to its team of
18 field service technicians
in coming months.

Cummins area director Brian Smith (left) with the Cummins Mackay
team responsible for the QSK78s at Hail Creek (from left): branch
manager Chris Bugeja, service manager Bill Watson and field
service supervisor Quentin Tass.

